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Use of sustainable transport cannot be claimed if people drive to a P&R and then get a shuttle bus. There are 
not environmental bene•ts to use of this site.

Cycle parking on the site is inadequate and needs to be increased so that the club makes its own provision. It 
should not assume use of the racks at Parkway.

How will the lives of local people be protected. How would matchday CPZ operate and be policed?

Drainage – the proposal states that it is not known what arrangements will be for drainage. The recent weather 
events have shown the need for planning for adverse quantities of rain. If Frieze Way would be the key 
transport link then it would be essential that all drainage is managed within the site. The current use as willow 
coppice is an indication that this is an area of wet ground which absorbs run o• from surrounding areas. The 
proposal should not be accepted if it has no plans to manage its drainage and drainage from storms. 

Nature Conservation – the area has diverse wildlife and has a profusion of wild•owers. The Ecological surveys 
have been inadequate and badly timed. The current proposal in common with many planning proposals is to 
plant •owerbeds and presumably hang batboxes whilst claiming that an increase in biodiversity will be 
achieved. How will the company ensure that the areas intended for biodiversity are maintained and not used 
as short cuts etc. and thus compromised? They will need to be protected with a bu•er zone to provide 
protection to the wildlife from noise and intrusion and be viewable but not accessible to the public. Both 
BBOWT and Cherwell DC’s Ecology o•icer have called for this separation and OUFC should not be permitted 
to ignore them. 
The ecology report underestimates level and abundance of biodiversity on the site and on the adjacent but 
separate woodland area. How will biodiversity increase be monitored and what will be done to ensure it is 
delivered? How will detrimental e•ects on the important area of woodland caused by activity on the stadium 
site be managed short, medium and long term? What sanction would there be for non-compliance?

The proposed works will result in signi•cant loss of trees. Oaks with Tree Preservation Orders are slated for 
removal. The TPOs are put in place for good reason and it should not be an option to remove such an important 
species from the eco-system. The arboricultural report seeks to write them o• as not being in their prime but 
over looks the ecological opportunity that aging trees o•er, giving roosts and decaying matter for succession of 
species.

Allocated Development Sites identi•ed in the Local Plan – this area of Oxfordshire has been subject to 
thorough examination by a Planning Inspector who approved development of other areas based on this area 
remaining as Green Belt and thus preserving the Kidlington Gap. No justi•cation has been o•ered for this area 
being lost as Green Belt other than it being land that belongs to Oxfordshire County Council which could just •t 
a football stadium. This is not good enough justi•cation to lose a community resource of green space, carbon 
sink, pollution absorption etc. requires sound reasons. The application must demonstrate the very special 
circumstances needed to build on the Green Belt; it fails to do this. It is a matter of dispute whether the club 
must •nd a new home by 2026. The club has chosen to leave Kassam and not to seek lease extension (which 
the owner says would be considered) and Cherwell DC must challenge OUFC’s contention that it has no 
option. The Alternative Sites Report is •awed and unreliable as it was pre-determined.
Cherwell DC must investigate the intended ownership structure for the stadium. Would it belong to OUFC or to 
holding companies. Would there be separation of the commercial ventures – hotel etc from the football club? 
If so the club would potentially be in the same situation at the new stadium as they are now.
The impact on Oxford City Centre of P&R being unavailable for shoppers should not be overlooked or 
underestimated. Even though these impact OCC rather than CDC they have a responsibility to consider them. 

Safety- The Council has a duty to consider if this site could be safely evacuated. With one access point on to a 
major road how could it be evacuated in 8 minutes? Can the site be safely managed to the bene•t of people 
using the venue, people not wishing to use the venue passing by, passing tra•ic? The application does not 
address these issues. 
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